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PREFACE

The Future of Educational Research: Perspectives from Beginning Researchers
showcases the work of higher degree by research (HDR) students from the Faculty
of Education at the University of Tasmania. It aims to provide an avenue for the
students to contribute to research literature early on in their career and supports
the notion of publication throughout one’s study. The book provides a snapshot
of the current state of research across a broad range of fields in education. Each
chapter makes a genuine contribution to knowledge in the relevant area and so the
book will be useful to a broad range of education researchers. For supervisors and
HDR students the book is useful as a set of examples of student writing, suggesting
to supervisors and their students the sorts of writing that research higher degree
students in education can undertake and the contribution they can make as they
progress their candidature.
Contributions to this book cover the spectrum of education from the early years
through to tertiary education. In terms of researching teachers, they cover topics as
diverse as teachers’ time allocation, how teachers manage the introduction of new
technology, how the creative endeavour can be affected by the process of teaching
and how teachers manage the introduction of new curricula. In relation to students,
they cover topics such as mathematics anxiety, the effect of membership of garage
bands, and the effects of the transition from primary to secondary school on literacy.
From a parents’ point of view there is a contribution about the effects of an early
learning intervention. There are also chapters on diverse topics such as techniques
to assist learning for children with autism, why males find it difficult to become
primary teachers, and the role of philanthropy in university funding.
Apparent in the chapters is that research in education can involve a wide variety
of methods of data collection and analysis. Some writers have used questionnaires,
others interviews, and others a mixture of both. Some have used their own classroom
experiences, classroom observations or students’ work samples. Yet another has
used narrative research. There is also a diverse range of quantitative and qualitative
analyses. Evident in all the chapters is the passion the researchers have for their area
of interest and their desire to contribute to a better understanding of educational
practices and issues.
All but one of the beginning researchers in this book presented aspects of their
research at a Post Graduate Research Conference hosted by the Faculty of Education
at the University of Tasmania. Following the conference the students used the
feedback received at their presentations to expand upon their initial ideas and write
the chapters presented in this book. In some cases the students collaborated with
their supervisors to write the chapters. All the beginning researcher chapters in the
book are first-authored by an HDR student. The introductory chapters for each of
the sections in the book are authored by established, and in some cases eminent,
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researchers in the relevant fields from the University of Tasmania, with an interest
in Education.
The chapters in the book underwent a double blind peer-review process. First
the students’ chapters were reviewed by the researchers responsible for writing
the introductory chapter for the section within which the individual chapters were
positioned. Feedback was incorporated into the chapters before undergoing an
external peer review process. The external reviews were conducted by established
researchers in the relevant fields, in most cases external to the University of
Tasmania. A list of external reviewers is provided after the chapters.
STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

The book is divided into five sections each of which is introduced by a chapter
written by an established researcher/s in the field. The sections are: Researching
Policy and Curriculum, Researching Teachers’ Experience, Researching Educational
Technologies, Researching the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics, and
Researching Literacy Development.
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